My classmate’s mind is....
Tree roots coiled around books and other stuff
Slippery like soap
Quicksand
Macramé
Like a briar blowing in the wind
Glider over a landscape
Fuzzy, out of order
Computer media player—you can put lots of things on it and it is visual
A worry-wort
A web with random associations
A tornado, swirling form which out pops stuff
A three dimensional electronic breadboard
A tela novella for foreign audiences
A sunken treasure ship
A novel with lots of characters
A lottery machine, whirring balls
A four year old girl exploring new directions
A dance, constantly moving
A computer program that exists in different states
A collection of wires
Is a result of my brain
Has social and academic compartments, each differently patterned
Controls my feelings movements and brain
Quick with starts and stops and distracted by new things
overwhelmed
Organized
Compartmentalized
clear
Changes with mood
Bored easily
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less meaning-based, 3
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focused less on critiquing and more on producing knowledge,
more open,
less “violently” exclusive...

My classmate’s mind is.....

metaphoric object
functional definition
descriptive state